
Commodity Unit Last % Cng Weekly Monthly YTD Yearly 50DMA 100DMA 200DMA

Gold 1 Kg 52718.00 0.73 4.39 1.20 9.01 10.26 BUY BUY BUY

Silver 30 Kg 62470.00 1.46 7.58 -0.04 -1.32 -3.56 BUY BUY BUY

$Gold 100 Tr. Oz 1772.00 0.13 6.64 1.63 -4.14 -2.13 BUY BUY SELL

$ Silver 5000 Tr. Oz 22.008 0.22 11.71 2.09 -7.81 -9.64 BUY BUY SELL

Crude 100 BBL 6981.00 -2.01 -0.97 1.20 26.99 15.34 BUY SELL SELL

Nat.Gas 1250 mmBtu 492.30 3.42 7.78 -9.62 82.39 17.12 SELL SELL SELL

$ Crude 1,000 Barrels 85.87 -3.47 0.79 2.50 15.17 12.42 BUY SELL SELL

$ Nat. Gas 10000 mmBtu 5.93 0.92 7.78 -9.62 82.39 17.12 SELL SELL SELL

Aluminium 5MT 209.80 -0.94 7.84 3.37 -5.93 1.17 BUY BUY SELL

Copper 2500Kg 696.50 -0.82 6.91 5.69 -6.92 -5.51 BUY BUY SELL

Lead 5MT 185.25 1.28 1.55 2.40 -1.69 -1.98 BUY BUY BUY

Zinc 5MT 277.75 2.97 5.15 -1.28 -4.60 -0.56 SELL SELL SELL

LME Alum 25 Tonnes 2451.00 0.47 5.17 5.26 -12.95 -4.03 BUY BUY BUY

LME Copp  25,000 Lbs. 8442.50 0.33 7.66 10.66 -12.99 -11.14 BUY BUY SELL

LME Lead  5 Tonnes 2187.50 0.07 14.78 7.32 -5.05 -7.48 SELL SELL SELL

LME Nickel 250 Kg 28955.00 0 20.57 19.59 32.65 41.78 BUY BUY SELL

LME Zinc  5 Tonnes 3147.00 0.87 3.34 0.15 -12.99 -5.31 BUY SELL SELL
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Note: 

* 50DMA - If prices trading above 50DMA "BUY" Signal is shown * 50DMA - If prices trading below 50DMA "SELL" Signal is shown

* 100DMA - If prices trading above 50DMA "BUY" Signal is shown * 100DMA - If prices trading below 50DMA "SELL" Signal is shown

* 200DMA - If prices trading above 50DMA "BUY" Signal is shown * 200DMA - If prices trading below 50DMA "SELL" Signal is shown

* Domestic Rates are as per closing basis and International rates are as per 8.30am



Currency Last Commodity Last OI % Cng

USDINR 81.32 0.53 Gold 52718.00 7185 -3.67

EURINR 83.69 0.71 Silver 62470.00 15799 7.39

GBPINR 95.64 0.79 Crude 6981.00 5766 11.03

JPYINR 57.89 -0.07 Nat.Gas 492.30 5208 -39.74

EURUSD 1.0326 0.00 Aluminium 209.80 5469 -8.79

GBPUSD 1.1771 0.15 Copper 696.50 5489 -11.54

USDJPY 140.25 0.19 Lead 185.25 746 27.74

Dollar Index 106.90 0.00 Zinc 277.75 3005 25.52

Indices Last Commodity Near Month Next Month Spread P. Spread Change

NIFTY 18329.15 -0.11 Gold 52718.00 53198.00 480.00 398.00 82.00

SENSEX 61624.15 -0.28 Silver 62470.00 63903.00 1433.00 1409.00 24.00

HANGSENG 17619.75 1.70 Crude 6981.00 6962.00 -19.00 -41.00 22.00

NIKKEI 27963.47 -1.06 Nat.Gas 492.30 522.60 30.30 34.10 -3.80

STRAITS 3258.36 0.93 Aluminium 209.80 211.50 1.70 1.45 0.25

CAC 40 6614.43 0.30 Copper 696.50 701.80 5.30 4.35 0.95

DAX 14267.31 0.30 Lead 185.25 185.90 0.65 0.30 0.35

DJIA 33783.88 0.11 Zinc 277.75 279.15 1.40 1.10 0.30

NASDAQ 11272.51 -0.45

JAKARTA 7028.07 -0.86

KOSPI 2474.65 -0.34

Close Max Min Avg

Stock Cng 84.39 95.85 70.30 80.98

544025 -5250 7.55 10.03 5.31 7.43

86800 8925 75.69 81.29 58.76 69.00

26750 -50 8.95 13.27 6.30 9.28

50172 -132 89.69 94.39 77.99 85.21

42900 -75 149.93 201.88 133.47 158.45

14.18 26.54 9.24 15.74

Economical Data

Time Currency Fcst Prev

12:30pm EUR 0.012 0.016

1:15pm EUR 0.01 0.01

3:30pm EUR -54.1 -59.2

3:30pm EUR 0 0.004

3:30pm EUR 0.002 0.002

3:30pm EUR -39.4B -47.3B

3:30pm EUR -55 -59.7

7:00pm USD -5 -9.1

7:00pm USD 0.005 0.004

7:00pm USD 0.004 0.003
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Close Support 3 Support 2 Support 1 Pivot Point Resist 1 Resist 2 Resist 3 Trend

52718.00 51930.00 52115.00 52416.00 52601.00 52902.00 53087.00 53388.00 Positive

62470.00 60664.00 61065.00 61767.00 62168.00 62870.00 63271.00 63973.00 Positive

1771.02 1761.30 1763.60 1767.80 1770.10 1774.30 1776.60 1780.80 Positive

21.98 21.80 21.80 22.00 22.00 22.20 22.20 22.40 Positive

6981.00 6559.00 6756.00 6868.00 7065.00 7177.00 7374.00 7486.00 Negative

492.30 444.80 465.60 478.90 499.70 513.00 533.80 547.10 Positive

85.87 82.71 84.69 85.28 87.26 87.85 89.83 90.42 Negative

5.9330 5.2173 5.5537 5.7433 6.0797 6.2693 6.6057 6.7953 Positive

209.80 203.20 206.10 207.90 210.80 212.60 215.50 217.30 Negative

696.50 680.60 688.10 692.30 699.80 704.00 711.50 715.70 Negative

185.25 180.30 181.40 183.40 184.50 186.50 187.60 189.60 Positive

277.75 263.70 267.20 272.50 276.00 281.30 284.80 290.10 Positive

2439.50 2335.67 2371.83 2405.67 2441.83 2475.67 2511.83 2545.67 Negative

8415.00 8051.67 8198.33 8306.67 8453.33 8561.67 8708.33 8816.67 Negative

2186.00 2065.00 2094.00 2140.00 2169.00 2215.00 2244.00 2290.00 Positive

28955.00 21773.33 24011.67 26483.33 28721.67 31193.33 33431.67 35903.33 Range

3120.00 2900.00 2956.00 3038.00 3094.00 3176.00 3232.00 3314.00 Positive
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Latest News Update

The global economic outlook is even gloomier than projected last month, the International Monetary Fund said, citing a steady worsening in

purchasing manager surveys in recent months. It blamed the darker outlook on tightening monetary policy triggered by persistently high and

broad-based inflation, weak growth momentum in China, and ongoing supply disruptions and food insecurity caused by Russia’s invasion of

Ukraine. The global lender last month cut its global growth forecast for 2023 to 2.7% from a previous forecast of 2.9%. In a blog prepared for a

summit of G20 leaders in Indonesia, the IMF said recent high-frequency indicators "confirm that the outlook is gloomier," particularly in Europe. It

said recent purchasing manager indices that gauge manufacturing and services activity signaled weakness in most Group of 20 major

economies, with economic activity set to contract while inflation remained stubbornly high. "Readings for a growing share of G20 countries

have fallen from expansionary territory earlier this year to levels that signal contraction," the IMF said, adding that global fragmentation added

to "a confluence of downside risks."

Bank of England interest rate-setter Jonathan Haskel said signs of a slowdown in Britain's economy did not imply a need for less tightening of

monetary policy and the central bank should "stand firm" against the risk of persistent inflation pressure. A very tight labour market and Britain's

poor record on investment meant the economy was at risk of persistent inflation pressure, Haskel said in the text of a speech he was due to give

at the Bank of Israel which was published online. "The concern for me is the risk that if price rises become embedded, monetary policy would

have to be tighter for longer, prolonging a UK recession," he said. "I wish to avoid such an outcome. Therefore, right now, I believe it important

for monetary policy to stand firm against the risk of persistent inflationary pressure." Haskel was one of seven members of the BoE's Monetary

Policy Committee who voted last week for a 75 basis-point increase in Bank Rate, the biggest increase in borrowing costs by the central bank

since 1989.
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Open High Low Close Net Cng Open High Low Close Net Cng

52318.00 52786.00 52300.00 52718.00 384.00 61619.00 62569.00 61466.00 62470.00 899.00

OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng

7185.00 -3.67 5636.00 Positive 0.73 15799.00 7.39 19095.00 Positive 1.46
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Investors are betting that the central bank would moderate the size of 

their rate hikes to 50 basis points from December.

Money markets believe that the Fed will raise its target funds rate by 

50bps in its December meeting.
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Gold trading range for the day is 52115-53087. Silver trading range for the day is 61065-63271.

Gold continuing its gains as softer-than-expected US inflation data 

raised hopes that the Fed would slow the pace of rate hikes in the 

upcoming meetings.

Silver continued gains on hopes of slower rate hikes after data showed 

price pressure cooling in the United States.

Fed’s Waller warned investors against getting too optimistic over one 

inflation report, and said that the central bank “still got a ways to go” 

with interest rate hikes

Despite the cooler-than-expected inflation print for October, Fed 

officials stated that the central bank is not softening its battle against 

inflation.

Fundamentals Fundamentals

Gold yesterday settled up by 0.73% at 52718 as softer-than-expected US

inflation data raised hopes that the Fed would slow the pace of rate hikes

in the upcoming meetings. The dollar index rose toward 107, rising slightly

from near three-month lows after Federal Reserve Governor Christopher

Waller warned investors against getting too optimistic over one inflation

report, and said that the central bank “still got a ways to go” with interest

rate hikes. Waller acknowledged that the Fed may slow the pace of rate

increases in the upcoming meetings, but emphasized that markets should

focus on the terminal rate which is likely still “a ways off” rather than the

pace of each move. Investors are betting that the central bank would

moderate the size of their rate hikes to 50 basis points from December after

a series of 75 basis point moves in the past four meetings. A spike in

domestic prices put off most physical gold consumers in India and

prompted dealers to offer discounts for the first time in about a month, with

higher rates playing spoilsport in China as well. Dealers offered discounts of

$4 an ounce over official domestic prices versus last week's $3 premiums. In

top consumer China, premiums eased to $12-$30 an ounce over

benchmark spot prices, from last week's $25-$35. Technically market is

under short covering as the market has witnessed a drop in open interest by

-3.67% to settle at 7185 while prices are up 384 rupees, now Gold is getting

support at 52416 and below same could see a test of 52115 levels, and

resistance is now likely to be seen at 52902, a move above could see prices

testing 53087.

Silver yesterday settled up by 1.46% at 62470 on hopes of slower rate hikes

after data showed price pressure cooling in the United States. Despite the

cooler-than-expected inflation print for October, Fed officials stated that

the central bank is not softening its battle against inflation. Still, silver prices

are over 12% higher in November, as data consolidating the easing inflation

trend lowered bets on the Federal Reserve's terminal rate. Money markets

believe that the Fed will raise its target funds rate by 50bps in its December

meeting, slowing from four consecutive 75bps rate hikes delivered since

June. While bullion is commonly used to hedge against inflation, higher

interest rates increase the opportunity cost to hold non-interest-bearing

assets, denting its appeal. The global economic outlook is even gloomier

than projected last month, the International Monetary Fund said, citing a

steady worsening in purchasing manager surveys in recent months. It

blamed the darker outlook on tightening monetary policy triggered by

persistently high and broad-based inflation, weak growth momentum in

China, and ongoing supply disruptions and food insecurity caused by

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The global lender last month cut its global

growth forecast for 2023 to 2.7% from a previous forecast of 2.9%.

Technically market is under fresh buying as the market has witnessed a gain

in open interest by 7.39% to settle at 15799 while prices are up 899 rupees,

now Silver is getting support at 61767 and below same could see a test of

61065 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 62870, a move

above could see prices testing 63271.

Trading Idea for the day Trading Idea for the day

MCX GOLD MCX SILVER

Technical Chart Technical Chart
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Open High Low Close Net Cng Open High Low Close Net Cng

7179.00 7262.00 6953.00 6981.00 -143.00 486.40 520.50 486.40 492.30 16.30

OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng

5766.00 11.03 41578.00 Negative -2.01 5208.00 -39.74 83038.00 Positive 3.42
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OPEC cuts oil demand growth forecast again as economic challenges 

mount

Freeport LNG has said repeatedly said the plant, which shut after an 

explosion on June 8, would return in November.
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Crude oil trading range for the day is 6756-7374. Natural gas trading range for the day is 465.6-533.8.

Crude oil falls on China COVID surge and firmer dollar

Natural gas jumped on forecasts for colder weather and higher 

heating demand through the end of November than previously 

expected.

China's demand for oil from top exporter Saudi Arabia also remained 

weak

The market remained hyper focused on unproven rumors that the 

Freeport LNG export plant in Texas may not return to service until 

December.

Fundamentals Fundamentals

Crude oil yesterday settled down by -2.01% at 6981 dragged down by a

firmer U.S. dollar while surging coronavirus cases in China dashed hopes of

a swift reopening of the economy for the world's biggest crude importer.

Commodities prices rallied after China's National Health Commission

adjusted its COVID prevention and control measures to shorten quarantine

times for close contacts of cases and inbound travelers. China's demand

for oil from top exporter Saudi Arabia also remained weak, with several

refiners having asked to lift less crude in December. Separately, U.S.

Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen said that India can continue buying as

much Russian oil as it wants, including at prices above a G7-imposed price

cap mechanism, if it steers clear of Western insurance, finance and

maritime services bound by the cap. U.S. crude production and petroleum

demand will both rise in 2022 as the economy grows, the U.S. Energy

Information Administration (EIA) said in its Short Term Energy Outlook (STEO).

OPEC cut its forecast for 2022 global oil demand growth for a fifth time

since April and also trimmed next year's figure, citing mounting economic

challenges including high inflation and increases to interest rates. Oil

demand in 2022 will rise by 2.55 mbpd, or 2.6%, the OPEC said in a monthly

report. Technically market is under fresh selling as the market has witnessed

a gain in open interest by 11.03% to settle at 5766 while prices are down -

143 rupees, now Crude oil is getting support at 6868 and below same could

see a test of 6756 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 7177, a

move above could see prices testing 7374.

Nat.Gas yesterday settled up by 3.42% at 492.3 on forecasts for colder

weather and higher heating demand through the end of November than

previously expected. The market remained hyper focused on unproven

rumors that the Freeport liquefied natural gas (LNG) export plant in Texas

may not return to service until December. Freeport LNG has said repeatedly

said the plant, which shut after an explosion on June 8, would return in

November. U.S. natural gas storage is expected to end the November-

March withdrawal season at 1.432 trillion cubic feet (tcf) on March 31, 2023,

the most since 2021, according to consensus forecasts. That compares with

1.401 tcf at the end of the winter withdrawal season in 2022 and a five-year

(2018-2022) average of 1.561 tcf. There was 1.801 tcf of gas in storage at the

end of March 2021. U.S. natural gas prices at the Henry Hub benchmark in

Louisiana will rise to $6.82 per million British thermal units (mmBtu) in 2022,

their highest since 2008, before falling to $5.63 in 2023, according to analyst

forecasts. Data provider Refinitiv said that average gas output in the U.S.

Lower 48 states has fallen to 98.6 bcfd so far in November, down from a

record 99.4 bcfd in October. Technically market is under short covering as

the market has witnessed a drop in open interest by -39.74% to settle at

5208 while prices are up 16.3 rupees, now Natural gas is getting support at

478.9 and below same could see a test of 465.6 levels, and resistance is

now likely to be seen at 513, a move above could see prices testing 533.8.

Trading Idea for the day Trading Idea for the day

MCX CRUDEOIL MCX NATURALGAS

Technical Chart Technical Chart
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Open High Low Close Net Cng Open High Low Close Net Cng

700.70 707.30 695.60 696.50 -5.75 271.05 279.55 270.70 277.75 8.00

OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng OI % OI Volume Trend % Cng

5489.00 -11.54 14651.00 Negative -0.82 3005.00 25.52 7681.00 Positive 2.97
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Chinese regulators have told financial institutions to extend more 

support to property developers to shore up the struggling real estate 

sector.

Data shows that zinc ingot social inventories across seven major 

markets in China totalled 60,500 mt as of November 11, up 400 mt
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Copper trading range for the day is 688.1-711.5. Zinc trading range for the day is 267.2-284.8.

Copper eased as Fed officials drove investors to reassess how 

aggressive the central bank may be before ending its tightening cycle, 

easing expectations of demand.

Zinc rose after China eased some coronavirus rules, fuelling 

expectations that it will abandon a zero-COVID policy.

However, demand prospects brightened after top consumer China 

relaxed some of its strict COVID-19 restrictions and announced more 

support.

China's easing included shortening quarantines by two days for close 

contacts of infected people and for inbound travellers.

Fundamentals Fundamentals

Copper yesterday settled down by -0.82% at 696.5 as hawkish remarks from

Fed officials drove investors to reassess how aggressive the central bank

may be before ending its tightening cycle, easing expectations of higher

industrial demand. However, demand prospects brightened after top

consumer China relaxed some of its strict COVID-19 restrictions and

announced more support for its troubled real estate sector. Still, copper

futures remain over 12% up since the start of November, supported by

hopes of higher industrial activity in China and looming supply concerns.

Beijing trimmed the quarantine time for individuals in contact with Covid

infections despite rising cases, raising hopes that further reopening

measures could follow. On the supply side, commodity trader Trafigura

warned that global copper stocks have fallen to record lows, with current

inventories enough to supply world consumption for just 4.9 days. Freeport-

McMoran was also vocal about shortage risks, stating that current low

prices do not reflect the tightness in the physical market. Chinese regulators

have told financial institutions to extend more support to property

developers to shore up the struggling real estate sector. The London Metal

Exchange (LME) said it will not ban Russian metal from being traded and

stored in its system because a significant portion of the market is still

planning to buy the country's metal in 2023. Technically market is under

long liquidation as the market has witnessed a drop in open interest by -

11.54% to settle at 5489 while prices are down -5.75 rupees, now Copper is

getting support at 692.3 and below same could see a test of 688.1 levels,

and resistance is now likely to be seen at 704, a move above could see

prices testing 711.5.

Zinc yesterday settled up by 2.97% at 277.75 after China eased some

coronavirus rules, fuelling expectations that it will abandon a zero-COVID

policy that has reduced economic activity and demand for metals. Metals

prices had already jumped after softer than expected U.S. inflation data

suggested the U.S. Federal Reserve could scale back interest rate rises. The

news gave hope that major restraints on economic growth could be less

severe than feared in the coming months. China's easing included

shortening quarantines by two days for close contacts of infected people

and for inbound travellers but a full dismantling of COVID controls may be

along way off. The country is still struggling to control a wave of infections

and recent economic data has been unexpectedly weak. Economies are

faltering elsewhere too, with the European Commission forecasting 0.3%

euro zone growth next year and Moody's cutting India's growth projection

to 4.8% in 2023. Data shows that zinc ingot social inventories across seven

major markets in China totalled 60,500 mt as of November 11, up 400 mt

from this Monday (November 7) and up 1,000 mt from a week earlier

(November 4). In Shanghai, zinc ingots of some brands began to arrive in

the market in the middle of the week, while the purchasing demand

among downstream buyers declined due to the intensive stockpiling in the

previous week. Technically market is under fresh buying as the market has

witnessed a gain in open interest by 25.52% to settle at 3005 while prices are

up 8 rupees, now Zinc is getting support at 272.5 and below same could see 

a test of 267.2 levels, and resistance is now likely to be seen at 281.3, a

move above could see prices testing 284.8.

Trading Idea for the day Trading Idea for the day

MCX COPPER MCX ZINC

Technical Chart Technical Chart
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Disclaimer

Analyst Certification: 

We /I, Jaydeb Dey Research Analyst(s) of SMIFS Limited (in short “SMIFS / the Company”), authors and the names subscribed to this Research Report, hereby certify that all of the

views expressed in this Research Report accurately reflect our views about the subject issuer(s) or securities and distributed as per SEBI (Research Analysts) Regulations 2014. We also

certify that no part of our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendation(s) or view(s) in this Research Report. It is also confirmed that

We/I, the above mentioned Research Analyst(s) of this Research Report have not received any compensation from the subject companies mentioned in the Research Report in the

preceding twelve months and do not serve as an officer, director or employee of the subject companies mentioned in the Research Report.

#REF!

#REF!

Terms & Conditions and Other Disclosures:

SMIFS Limited is engaged in the business of Stock Broking, Depository Services, Portfolio Management and Distribution of Financial Products. SMIFS Limited is registered as Research Analyst Entity with

Securities & Exchange Board of India (SEBI) with Registration Number – INH300001474. 

SMIFS and our associates might have investment banking and other business relationship with a significant percentage of companies covered by our Research Analysts. SMIFS generally prohibits its

analysts, persons reporting to analysts and their relatives from maintaining a financial interest in the securities or derivatives of any companies that the analysts cover.

The information and opinions in this Research Report have been prepared by SMIFS and are subject to change without any notice. The Research Report and information contained herein is strictly

confidential and meant solely for the selected recipient and may not be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed, in part or in whole, to any other person or to the media or

reproduced in any form, without prior written consent of SMIFS Limited. While we would endeavor to update the information herein on a reasonable basis, SMIFS is under no obligation to update or

keep the information current. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that may prevent SMIFS from doing so. Non-rated securities indicate that rating on a particular security has

been suspended temporarily and such suspension is in compliance with applicable regulations and/or policies of SMIFS, in circumstances where SMIFS might be acting in an advisory capacity to this

company, or in certain other circumstances.

This Research Report is based on information obtained from public sources and sources believed to be reliable, but no independent verification has been made nor is its accuracy or completeness

guaranteed. This Research Report and information herein is solely for informational purpose and shall not be used or considered as an offer document or solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe

for securities or other financial instruments. Securities as defined in clause (h) of section 2 of the Securities Contract Act, 1956, includes Financial Instruments, Currency and Commodity Derivatives.

Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this Research Report at the same time. SMIFS will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving

this Research Report. Nothing in this Research Report constitutes investment, legal, accounting and tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to your

specific circumstances. The securities discussed and opinions expressed in this Research Report may not be suitable for all investors, who must make their own investment decisions, based on their

own investment objectives, financial positions and needs of specific recipient. This may not be taken in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. The recipient should

independently evaluate the investment risks. The value and return on investment may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates or any other reason. SMIFS accepts no

liabilities whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of this Research Report. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see

Risk Disclosure Document to understand the risks associated before investing in the securities markets. Actual results may differ materially from those set forth in projections. Forward-looking

statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. The information given in this report is as of date of this report and there can be no assurance that future results or

events will be consistent with this information. The information provided in this report remains, unless otherwise stated, the copyright of SMIFS. All layout, design, original artwork, concepts and

intellectual Properties remains the property and copyright of SMIFS and may not be used in any form or for any purpose whatsoever by any party without the express written permission of the SMIFS.

SMIFS shall not be liable for any delay or any other interruption which may occur in presenting the data due to any reason including network (Internet) reasons or snags in the system, breakdown of

the system or any other equipment, server breakdown, maintenance shutdown, breakdown of communication services or inability of SMIFS to present the data. In no event shall SMIFS be liable for

any damages, including without limitation direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising in connection with the data presented by the SMIFS through this

report.

Participants in foreign exchange transactions may incur risks arising from several factors, including the following: (a) Exchange Rates can be volatile and are subject to large fluctuations; (b) the

value of currencies may be affected by numerous market factors, including world and notional economic, political and regulatory events, events in Equity & Debt Markets and changes in interest

rates; and (c) Currencies may be subject to devaluation or government imposed Exchange Controls which could affect the value of the Currency. Investors in securities such as Currency

Derivatives, whose values are affected by the currency of an underlying security, effectively assume currency risk.

Since associates of SMIFS are engaged in various financial service businesses, they might have financial interests or beneficial ownership in various companies including the subject

company/companies mentioned in this Research Report.
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Disclaimer

SMIFS and its Associates, Officers, Directors, Employees, Research Analysts including their relatives worldwide may: (i) from time to may have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the Securities,

mentioned herein or (ii) be engaged in any other transaction involving such Securities and earn brokerage or other compensation of the Subject Company/ companies mentioned herein or act as

an Advisor or Lender/Borrower to such Companies or have other potential/material Conflict of Interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions at the time of the

publication of the Research Report or at the time of Public Appearance. 

SMIFS does not have proprietary trades but may at a future date, opt for the same with prior intimation to Clients/ Investors and extant Authorities where it may have proprietary long/short position in

the above Scrip(s) and therefore should be considered as interested. 

The views provided herein are general in nature and do not consider Risk Appetite or Investment Objective of any particular Investor; Clients/ Readers/ Subscribers of this Research Report are

requested to take independent professional advice before investing, however the same shall have no bearing whatsoever on the specific recommendations made by the analysts, as the

recommendations made by the analysts are completely independednt views of the Associates of SMIFS even though there might exist an inherent conflict of interest in some of the stocks

mentioned in the Research Report.

The information provided herein should not be construed as invitation or solicitation to do business with SMIFS.  

SMIFS or its subsidiaries collectively or Research Analysts or their relatives do not own 1% or more of the equity securities of the Company mentioned in the Research Report as of the last day of the

month preceding the publication of the Research Report. 

SMIFS encourages independence in Research Report preparation and strives to minimize conflict in preparation of Research Report. Accordingly, neither SMIFS and their Associates nor the Research

Analysts and their relatives have any material conflict of interest at the time of publication of this Research Report or at the time of the Public Appearance, if any. 

SMIFS or its associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might have been mandated by the subject company for any other assignment

in the past twelve months.

SMIFS or its associates might have received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the Research Report during the period preceding twelve months from the date of this Research

Report for services in respect of managing or co-managing public offerings, corporate finance, investment banking, brokerage services or other advisory service in a merger or specific transaction

from the subject company.

SMIFS or its associates might have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or brokerage services from the subject companies mentioned in the Research

Report in the past twelve months.

SMIFS or its associates or its Research Analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits whatsoever from the subject companies mentioned in the Research Report or third party in

connection with preparation of the Research Report.

Compensation of Research Analysts is not based on any specific Investment Banking or Brokerage Service Transactions.

The Research Analysts might have served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company.

SMIFS and its Associates, Officers, Directors, Employees, Research Analysts including their relatives worldwide may have been engaged in market making activity for the companies mentioned in the

Research Report.

SMIFS may have issued other Research Reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from the information presented in this Research Report. 

A graph of daily closing prices of the securities/commodities is also available at www.nseindia.com and/or www.bseindia.com, www.mcxindia.com and/or www.icex.com. 

SMIFS submit’ s that no material disciplinary action has been taken on the Company by any Regulatory Authority impacting Equity Research Analysis activities in last 3 years. 

This Research Report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such

distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject SMIFS and affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. The

securities described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain category of investors. Persons in whose possession this document may come are required to inform

themselves of and to observe such restriction.
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Disclaimer

Specific Disclosures

1. SMIFS, Research Analyst and/or his relatives does not have financial interest in the subject company, as they do not have equity holdings in the subject company.

2. SMIFS, Research Analyst and/or his relatives do not have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities in the subject company.

3. SMIFS, Research Analyst and/or his relatives have not received compensation/other benefits from the subject company in the past 12 months.

4. SMIFS, Research Analyst and/or his relatives do not have material conflict of interest in the subject company at the time of publication of research report.

5. Research Analyst has not served as director/officer/employee in the subject company 

6. SMIFS has not acted as a manager or co-manager of public offering of securities of the subject company in past 12 months.

7. SMIFS has not received compensation for investment banking/ merchant banking/brokerage services from the subject company in the past 12 months

8. SMIFS has not received compensation for other than investment banking/merchant banking/brokerage services from the subject company in the past 12 months.

9. SMIFS has not received any compensation or other benefits from third party in connection with the research report.

10. SMIFS has not engaged in market making activity for the subject company

Analyst holding in stock: NO 

Key to SMIFS Investment Rankings 

Buy: Return >15%, Accumulate: Return between 5% to 15%, Reduce: Return between -5% to +5%, Sell:  Return < -5%

Contact us

SMIFS Limited. (https://www.smifs.com/)

Compliance Officer:

Sudipto Datta, 


